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Dedication
To dear friends and extraordinary artists who taught me so much about life and art during my
time here.
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Thank you! Lisa Corinne Davis, A.K. Burns, Andrea Blum, Daniel Bozhkov, Joel Carreiro, Felix
Bernstein, Nari Ward, Peter Hoffmeister, Mary Mattingly, Tom Weaver, Witts, Brian Wood.
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It’s messy

My work is a way of thinking through things. Each painting, or object is usually a boiled down
vision of something I’m learning, observing or remembering, as I make it. Everything becomes a
compression of several ideas with a unique mood and temperature. I particularly appreciate what
happens when each of these thought capsules build up and begin to create contexts for one
another. Through aggregate amalgams, they often let more slippery ideas enter the room.
*
I don’t have any pictures of me as a kid. Mom has some, but we don’t live in the same city and
my grandparents have the rest. They still live in Chelyabinsk, in the apartment where I grew up.
Sometimes I look at the pictures when I visit. The memories that surface when opening up the
file called childhood in the memory drive doesn't really correlate to any of the photos, at least not
the memories at the top of the file. Most of the moments that come to mind are fluid
compilations, moving and transitory, things taking place over time, over several instances. They
are not the moments deemed worthy of a film slide.

Like the memory of my grandfather selling toys at an outdoor market sometime in
nineteen-ninety-something. He sold a variety of toys and often I got to keep the ones that were
broken or unsellable for whatever reason. I loved it. I clearly remember his car, a golden ochre
zhiguli, he was really proud of the color choice. It looked so sunny. He would bring the car to an
outdoor market where some merchants had rented stalls and others displayed their goods on a
5

blanket and some, like my grandpa, set up shop on the hood of a car. There was also a time when
he put up a tent, but that was a different market. I remember hearing conversations about the
need to pay for a roof while at the market. It must be the incongruity that encapsulated this
moment, after all he didn’t need a roof, he used his car. I learned then that words can have
multiple meanings and in that instance a roof, (krisha), meant an amount of money paid to the
local authority. And that local authority referred to a local organized crime syndicate (or a
somewhat organised group of youngish men who had no moral qualms with giving a concussion
or breaking a leg). Krisha was the money one had to pay to the authority to keep yourself and
your business safe from the authority.

The point of unrepresentability is the point of
power, and the point of power today is not in the
image. The point of power today resides in
networks, computers, algorithms, information and
data. Alexander Galloway 1

I am interested in plowing and taking an eagle-eyed view of the field too. Turning over depleted
soil breaks up its bulky, dry structure that aids drainage and root growth by promoting a greater
oxygen flow. It helps speed up decomposition and adds nutrients.
Insert an image of me digging a hole…
1

Galloway, The Interface Effect, p. 92
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Insert an image of a garden….
Insert an image of a bucket of soaked cow dung marinating in the sun….

Q: Why do you always create a kind of non space in your paintings? Where are these situations
located?
A: Groundlessness or horizon-lessness is a reflection of dislocation inside systems (the system?
systems of power?) that are reluctant to tell the story about their past and are unable to articulate
a coherent story about their future.

7

Just as Orwell predicted, over time
the totalitarian regime destroys the
very concept, the very possibility of
truth. Hannah Arendt identified this
as one of the effects of totalitarian
propaganda: it makes everything
conceivable because “nothing is
true.” Masha Gessen2

Q: Is there a way to talk about the gritty, messy, feeling-full experience of living, and capture the
essence of the social constructions that determine the quality of this physical experience via an
assemblage of images, traces and marks? (A voice inside is embarrassed and deeply disappointed
at the nudity and self-aggrandizement of this question.)
A: I think so. I think Martin Kippenberger was able to cover a lot of ground, but it wasn’t
everything. He was German, a man and lived in a different time, so we aren’t coming from the
same place. But I have a feeling for his work, and very recently it occurred to me that seeing a
retrospective of his work in 2013 made a lasting impression.

2

💩💩💩

Masha Gessen, How George Orwell Predicted the Challenge of Writing Today, the New Yorker, June 2018
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When you are drunk on abstract conceptual
metaphysics … sociopolitical transactions
of power simply don't exist Adrian Piper 3

Q: Who are the figures in your paintings?
A: …………… The “individuals” / the individual works/ the individual actors (maybe this is a
way to refer to each work existing independently, however it’s important to distinguish the
figures as something other than individuals. The figures are more of an idea/ position / or an
archetype imbued with its own subversion … meaning an archetype that is in some way peeled
out of the framework it relies on to exist) are dependent on each other for context.

The cute object seems to have the power to infantilize
the language of the infantalizer
Sianne Ngai 4

3

Adrian Piper, Bowels P. John, Adrian Piper: Race Gender and Embodiment, Ibid., xxxv.p. 77
Sianne Ngai, Our Aesthetic Categories : Zany, Cute, Interesting, p. 87

4
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There is a store, next door to where I used to live, that sells incense, soap, and a few other small
items. One day the store attendant spilled some liquid soap and mopped the floor with it. It
smelled beautiful, like an expensive perfume with notes of fig, frankincense and gardenia. He
tossed the soap water on the sidewalk, and the smell took over the block. For one glorious day,
people who lived and worked on the block were greeted by the sweet smell of clean perfume,
instead of the usual dank smell of trash juice. This was the first time I felt motivated to patronize
the store, after living there for over a year.
I entered the store and inquired about the source of the beautiful smell spilling out onto the street.
The clerk had a hard time recollecting which fragrance had spilled. There was a wall of shelves
that covered the full length of the shop, from floor to ceiling. Eventually, resigned, he suggested
that it was probably a combination. I took a long look at the sea of fragrances on view and
decided to grab one at random. “How much is it?” I asked. The clerk shrugged before running
out of the store. When he came back, minutes later, he said it was $20. The price seemed a little
steep, so I went home without making a purchase.
The next day it rained and the sweet smell was swallowed up by the usual trash funk, but the
experience of the scent stayed in my mind. Always checking for another sweet spill in my
periphery, I began to notice the store in a new way. I noticed that, despite the fact that it’s a
medium sized store on a busy street, and that the rent must be substantial, hardly anyone ever
came to make a purchase, and no shipments ever left the store. I also noticed that the store
received a daily shipment of soap, consisting of at least one large pallet with twenty or so boxes,
attended by three or four men, who would quickly move the boxes one by one into the basement.
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Q: If you had any other abilities what would you like to do with yourself?
A: I would be a comedian.

Knock, knock.
“Who’s there?”
“...”
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These objects both exist in
and refer to (or account
for) the mode of their
production.
When it comes to this
(commodity), I’m having
my cake and eating it too.
Nom, nom nom nom nom
nom nom nom nom nom
nom nom nom nom nom nom nom nom nom nom nom nom nom nom. I know I’m a monster.

☠
One of the great political myths is of the outsider subject, untouched by power.
McKenzie Wark5
*
One distinguishing feature of the city of Seattle is its downtown market. It’s a hive of stalls and
shops organically integrated into the hilly landscape. Closed corridors of the market connect
several floors of shops, restaurants and booths, leading to several groomed public spaces with
views of the waterfront.
It's famous for its seafood stands where fish are thrown around theatrically and the ever-present
crowd of tourists watching the show. It's a market where you can get almost anything; exotic

5

McKenzie Wark, General Intellects : Twenty-One Thinkers for the Twenty-First Century, p. 268
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meats, wild mushrooms, any vegetable, fresh bread, cheese, spices, novelty items and a great
variety of street food. There are many merchants selling charming and inexpensive flower
arrangements and the place smells flowery and fresh like the sea. Farmers, crafts people and
cooks come from all over the region and set up their kiosks with an individual flare. A common
DIY design practice is to layer discarded wood pallets on the floor area occupied by the stalls’
attendee. This casual improvement strategy could be found in markets all over the world. The
pallet platform adds height to the person working the stall, allowing them to easily reach the
items at the far end of the display. Additionally, it relieves some pains that come from standing
on your feet all day: keeps the feet dry and warm. These platforms are built from layers of pallets
piled one on top of the other, layers are simply added over time.
After several years in business, workers at the doughnut hole stand decided to replace their floor
pallets with a fresh set. However, when they began to remove the rotted boards, they discovered
that rats had built a condominium in the gaps between the wood planks. The top and bottom
planks of each layer functioned as the floor and ceiling. Inside the cavern of each stacked pallet
there were many barricades demarcating various rooms and corridors. The walls were made of
individual doughnut holes stacked together like building blocks. There were multiple floors with
dozens of rooms. Rats must have been born there and grew up to, like many rats before them,
look at a perfect little doughnut and choose not to eat it, in favor of its usefulness as a building
material in their communal home.6

6

A story once told to me by my dear friend Sarah Lippek one sunny afternoon over coffee and cigarettes. She told
me multiple fascinating stories that day. She was wearing the most beautiful shade of coral lipstick.
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Cuteness generates ever more cuteness by drawing out “small-sized adjectives and diminutive
ejaculations” from those who perceive it in others… Sianne Ngai7

Q: There is an insistence on a very reduced palette. Grey, white and pink over and over. Why?
A: Pink and grey are the only colors that follow the just add white formula that have a name of
their own. They occupy a special place in our imagination. Both exist outside the realm of the
real, they are colors of ideas. They are rich with subversive potential, and burdened with
language baggage. Gray area is where things go when they fall through the cracks.

Q: Is your work meant to be funny?

7

Sianne Ngai, Our Aesthetic Categories : Zany, Cute, Interesting , p. 60
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A: Reducing something to a certain level of abstraction creates a place of concrete openness. I
always look for ways to put something inviting in the forefront. I like the idea of humor as an
icebreaker or a welcoming invitation. It is a way of collapsing the high low binary.

🥉 A way of

building the absurd. A tool …

We rely on the error of glitches to show us the mechanic limitations and in turn, to get a sense of
where we might hack further in pointed undoing. Legacy Russell8

Q: There is an impression that you work in a very half hearted way. There are areas where the
canvas is entirely untouched by paint. Lines seem to be searching, broken, bleeding and
spreading. Why?
A: I aim to keep the painting suspended in a kind of non-place. A level of openness enables me
to reach in different directions. It’s a way of erasing the lines between drawing and painting, for
example, or dancing around figuration and abstraction.
We tend to make value judgements about the kinds of art we look at. Things fall into categories,
and categories fall into a hierarchy. I don’t want to let the viewer have it so easy.
*
My grandmother loves soap operas, I used to watch them with her when I was very young. We
really loved soaps from Latin America. The winter in Chelyabinsk lasts 9 months or at least it
used to, I’m not exaggerating, it’s cold and grey forever. It gave us both pleasure to look at
people living in the never-ending summer. The soaps make it look like everyone living in Latin
America is super rich, even when the show was about the plight of working class people; they

8

Legacy Russell, Glitch Feminism: a Manifesto, p.102
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still appeared rich by Russian standards (always with bountiful bowls of never-ending fruit in
every kitchen). I don't remember feeling any particular catharsis watching the characters
experience trials and tribulations, but there was a show called “the rich also cry” and it was very
popular.

Q: There is a kind of compression happening in your work, where signifiers have multiple
meanings. How does the viewer know what to land on?
A: I’m always trying to challenge myself to resist habitual ways of thinking. We all exist inside
socially constructed spaces and our imaginations run into the edges of these constructions.
Referring to different geographies and moments in history is a way of keeping multiple things in
perspective. It’s a way to articulate a more simultaneous and layered situation, where parallels
can be drawn to begin to envision some kind of
horizon.

It’s a world of tragedy and tragic
responsibility, of courage and manliness, of
resoluteness and resolute responsibility and
resolute masculinity, of strength, heroism,
existential pathos and rock hard fidelity to
one's own chosen values9 Ronald Beiner

9

Ronald Beiner, Dangerous Minds: Nietzsche, Heidegger, and the Return of the Far Right, p.134
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This comes from a text called Dangerous Minds by Ronald Beiner. In it, Beiner argues that
Nietzsche articulated ideas that have in the past, and still continue to, serve the ideological
framework of the far right and should be read with a closer scrutiny.

*
A 1989 Chevrolet pickup truck was reported stolen on August 7th 2020. It was located and
recovered on August 10th 2020 in the parking lot of a nearby Safeway. The body of the truck had
been vandalized with two hastily painted parallel horizontal stripes. Several items not belonging
to the owner were discovered inside the cabin of the vehicle. They include: a small bag
containing make up, women’s boots size 7, a crow bar and a machete.10

Binary body confuses and
disorients, pitting our interests
against one another across
modalities of otherness. State
power in this way positions us all
as foot soldiers at the frontlines of a
most dangerous tribal war. We can
do better. Legacy Russell 11

10
11

Something that happened to Lena’s car. True story.
Legacy Russell, Glitch Feminism : a Manifesto, p.92
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Q: There is vocabulary in the previous work that speaks to a western cannon, the cyrillic
alphabet and an obscure reference feel impenetrable. How does this paining factor into the rest of
the work? Цой жив (Tsoi Lives), acrylic on canvas, 9 x 8, 2021
A: On the surface level. The cyrilic alphabet is something the viewer may not be able to read, but
it places one geographically. If the idea of the west/ or western has already entered the mind,
then this throws a wrench of complication into the whole thing. This could be another alphabet
and another language, but it’s about something more specific. The text is in Russian, and Russia
is not West or East, it’s both and neither simultaneously.

Q: What does the text refer to, more specifically?
A: Victor Tsoi was a Soviet poet and a founder of one of the most popular and influential bands
in the history of Russian music. The energy and honesty of his poetry propelled him to an iconic
status that still persists thirty years after his death. Most Russian speakers know at least a few
lines of his lyrics and everyone knows who he was. As a kid, I remember seeing the phrase “Tsoi
Zhiv” written in spray paint all over the streets of my hometown. Many things changed in Russia
since he first gained recognition and since the 90s mourned his death, but his name and image
still live on the streets, marking a kind of constant. I find the idea of Tsoi to be a form of protest.
The fact that this idea has not yet become obsolete sheds light on the underlying power
structures.
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“Fuck the whole muthafucking thing
Etheridge Knight, “Feeling Fucked Up,” 1986”
Legacy Russell (Glitch Feminism, 2020)
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